Introduction {#section1-1533033819857758}
============

The outcomes of intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments are affected by various factors,^[@bibr1-1533033819857758]^ including positioning accuracy, machine delivery precision, and treatment plan quality. While positioning accuracy is actively monitored during each treatment and machine delivery precision is ensured by conducting plan-specific quality assurance procedures, plan quality evaluation is less objective. In current practice, planners and physicians' judgments play a significant role in plan quality evaluation and improvement. Patient anatomy, especially the geometric shape between planning target volumes (PTVs) and organs at risk (OARs), can greatly affect OARs dose sparing difficulty. Hence, plan quality evaluation is inherently patient-specific and challenging, even for experienced planners and physicians, due to the high spatial variations in PTVs and OARs.

Attempts have been made to develop objective and quantitative plan quality metrics (PQMs). An in-house plan quality score named "plan quality metric" was used by Nelms *et al* ^[@bibr1-1533033819857758]^ to evaluate one prostate treatment plan quality variability. It is a hard-coded continuous scoring function, which evaluates quality-affecting factors such as institutions, treatment planning systems, and planners, and so on. Recently, a set of population-based PQMs were developed by Mayo *et al*,^[@bibr2-1533033819857758]^ which used statistical analysis of dose--volume histograms (DVHs) of historical head and neck IMRT treatment plans. However, all the historical plans were referenced in the PQMs without considering anatomical variations. Therefore, the metrics are objective but may lack patient-specific evaluation contribution. Knowledge-based planning (KBP) approaches^[@bibr3-1533033819857758][@bibr4-1533033819857758][@bibr5-1533033819857758][@bibr6-1533033819857758]-[@bibr7-1533033819857758]^ explicitly model anatomical variations and generate "best achievable" patient-specific DVH predictions. Any clinically significant dose--volume point on the predicted DVH curve can be directly used as objectives in plan optimization. Recently, it has been proposed to use KBP models for independent quality assessment of the clinical Pinnacle's Auto planning.^[@bibr8-1533033819857758]^ Although KBP methods are proven to be successful in improving planning efficiency and ensuring consistent plan quality in the clinical workflow,^[@bibr9-1533033819857758][@bibr10-1533033819857758][@bibr11-1533033819857758][@bibr12-1533033819857758][@bibr13-1533033819857758][@bibr14-1533033819857758][@bibr15-1533033819857758][@bibr16-1533033819857758][@bibr17-1533033819857758][@bibr18-1533033819857758]-[@bibr19-1533033819857758]^ the robustness of the current KBP models can be questionable for complicated treatment sites such as head and neck. More specifically, most current KBP models only use the overlap volume histogram (OVH) of one OAR for its DVH prediction without considering the effect from the anatomies of other OARs relative to PTVs, while for complicated plans, the model fails to take into account relative positions of multiple PTVs and tradeoffs of multiple OARs.

We propose a knowledge-based plan quality inference method that references to similar plans in the historical database for patient-specific plan quality evaluation. First, reference plans are selected based on a novel plan similarity metric that includes both anatomical feature difference and dose prescription ratio difference. Anatomical features are characterized by a set of general distance-to-target histogram (gDTH) matrices accounting for potential multiple PTVs. Subsequently, statistical inferences are performed on these reference plans and used to evaluate the quality of the current plan. In this study, head and neck IMRT plans with sequential boost treatments are used to perform the plan quality inference. Two self-developed patient-specific PQMs, dosimetric result probability (DRP) and dose deviation index (DDI), are used to generate plan quality evaluation scores. Experiments are conducted to validate the method and demonstrate the potential application in plan quality analytics.

Methods and Materials {#section2-1533033819857758}
=====================

In this study, we define a novel plan similarity metric (described in detail in section "Plan Similarity Metric") that includes quantification of organ shape and distance differences between a historical plan and the target plan (ie, the plan being evaluated). Similar plans are selected based on the plan similarity metric and subsequently referenced for plan quality inference. The 2 PQMs are constructed based on the dosimetric statistical inference of the selected similar plans. To automate the plan evaluation process, we have developed a stand-alone application with multiple modules including historical data extraction, target plan selection, plan similarity analysis, and PQM evaluation and visualization. Nine hundred twenty-seven clinically approved head and neck treatment plans with 2 PTVs were exported automatically and used as a historical database for the experiments. Dose--volume points of clinical interest are referred to as dosimetric results in this article.

Historical Data Extraction {#section3-1533033819857758}
--------------------------

To efficiently extract data from the clinical database, we have developed a stand-alone application using Windows Presentation Foundation application based on .NET 4.5 framework. Multiple modules, including historical data extraction, reference plan selection, plan similarity analysis, and PQM evaluation and visualization, have been developed and integrated using enterprise-standards Model--View--ViewModel pattern implemented through Prism library.^[@bibr20-1533033819857758]^ Eclipse scripting application interface is utilized for accessing and extracting clinical treatment plans. During data extraction, all Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) sensitive information is anonymized. Furthermore, the 8 structures used in this application conform to the nomenclature standardization defined in TG263,^[@bibr21-1533033819857758]^ with standardized IDs of Mandible, Parotid_L, Parotid_R, SpinalCord_PRV05, Cavity Oral, Pharynx, Larynx, and Brainstem. To correctly collecting OAR-specific information, we developed and applied a routine to identify the names of those structures in the treatment planning system (TPS) based on regular expressions and our prior knowledge of the naming convention of our institution. Both segmented structure volumes and the DVHs of each treatment plan are exported. A total of 927 clinically approved head and neck IMRT treatment plans are extracted and anonymized.

Plan Similarity Metric {#section4-1533033819857758}
----------------------

To evaluate the difference between 2 plans in terms of expected dose distributions, we take into consideration the anatomy difference and the plan prescription difference. In order to quantify the anatomical difference, the anatomical feature of one treatment plan is described by a series of newly developed gDTH matrices. The gDTH is derived from the 1D OAR distance to PTV descriptor DTH. It is an abstraction of the geometric relationship between one OAR and one PTV and represents both the shape of the 2 volumes and the distance between them.^[@bibr22-1533033819857758]^ The gDTH extends the application of 1D cumulative DTHs to a treatment plan with multiple PTVs by adding additional dimensions. For 2PTV plans, each element in the 2D gDTH matrix with the distance index of *t* ~1~ and *t* ~2~ is defined as the portion of the OAR volume that has a maximum distance *t* ~1~ to primary PTV and maximum additional distance *t* ~2~ to boost PTV at the same time among all the voxels inside:
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where $PTV_{pri}$ represents the primary PTV and $PTV_{bst}$ represents the boost PTV. Similarly, this definition can be generalized to even higher dimensions for cases with more than 2 PTVs.

The anatomical difference $AD_{m,n}$ between target plan *m* and reference plan *n* is therefore quantified as the sum of the weighted gDTH matrix square differences for all the OARs to be analyzed:
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where *t* denotes each OAR, $p_{m,t}$ is a volume-dependent weighting factor, and *q~t~* is a sparing priority weighting factor (ie, plan being evaluated). The gDTH matrix square difference between plan *m* and plan *n* for OAR *t* is calculated as the sum of square difference of each matrix element indexed at *i* and *j*. Prescription dose difference $PD_{m,n}$ between plan *m* and plan *n* is quantified as the prescription dose ratio square difference:
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where the primary prescription dose is denoted as $D_{pri}$ and boost prescription dose is denoted as $D_{bst}$. Therefore, the plan similarity metric $S_{m,n}$ between plan *m* and plan *n* is defined as the addition of a weighted sum of gDTH matrix square difference and weighted prescription dose ratio square difference:
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where *l~m~* denotes the relative weighting of the dose ratio difference. It is determined as the ratio of minimum anatomical difference averaged by the number of structures and the mean value of prescription dose ratio averaged by both the number of treatment plans and the number of structures.

To balance the contributions of OARs' size differences on the plan similarity matrix, a volume-dependent weighting factor $p_{m,t}$ is assigned to each OAR. Mathematically, a smaller OAR structure volume results in a smaller range of distances to primary PTV, leading to a smaller gDTH matrix. Therefore, small OARs on average yield small gDTH square differences, whereas big OARs tend to have relatively large values. If no volume-dependent weighting factor is applied, a small OAR in the selected similar plans would have more varied geometries. $p_{m,t}$ is designed as the inverse of the number of elements that are larger than 0 and smaller than 1 in the gDTH matrix of the target plan OAR.

The second weighting factor *q~t~* takes both OAR sparing priorities and axial positions into consideration. The OAR sparing priorities are affected by various factors such as OAR's sensitivity to radiation and the impact of its potential complications to the patients' quality of life. Planners pay more attention to structures that have higher radiosensitivity and higher impact on the quality of life during plan evaluation. Therefore, the geometries of more prioritized OARs are more indicative of the plan dose distribution. Since coplanner beam technique is applied to all the treatment plans, the dose to the OARs that locate on the same axial plane with PTVs is more sensitive to their geometries due to direct irradiation. A higher weighting factor needs to be assigned for the OAR that has higher sparing priority and is closer to the PTV along axial direction. The weighting factor *q~t~* for brain stem, mandible, larynx, pharynx, parotids, spinal cord, and oral cavity are set as 20, 50, 20, 20, 500, 20, and 20, respectively.

Plan Quality Metrics {#section5-1533033819857758}
--------------------

Fifty (5.3% of all exported plans) reference plans are selected based on plan similarity scores. They serve as the sampled population for statistical inference in the target plan quality analysis. Two newly designed PQMs: DDI and DRP are used to evaluate dose sparing of each selected OAR structure.

### Dosimetric result probability {#section6-1533033819857758}

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of doses at any selected dose volume point retrieved from similar plans is evaluated. Outliers are identified and excluded using *Z*-score method before fitting. It is defined as the difference to the mean value divided by the standard deviation. The threshold for outliers is set to be 2 in this particular study. Nonparametric probability density function (PDF) fitting is performed through kernel density estimation and the corresponding CDF curve is obtained by integrating the fitted PDF curve. Two-order Gaussian kernel is selected for kernel density estimation and the bandwidth is selected based on Silverman's rule of thumb.^[@bibr23-1533033819857758]^ The CDF value of the target OAR's dose volume point of interest is named as DRP. The DRP provides an intuitive estimate of the dose sparing quality of the selected structure in a pool of plans with similar anatomies: a value smaller than 0.5 indicates a plan has better than median OAR sparing and vice versa.

### Dose deviation index {#section7-1533033819857758}

Dose deviation index is defined as the difference between the mean values of the dosimetric results retrieved from selected similar plans and the dosimetric result of the current plan's OAR. Outliers are excluded in the same way as introduced before. A positive DDI indicates a lower dose than average to the target plan OAR and vice versa. The absolute value of DDI provides a numerical estimation of how much dose relative to the primary prescription can be reduced or sacrificed to the current OAR while maintaining the overall plan optimality.

Experimental Design {#section8-1533033819857758}
-------------------

The proposed plan quality inference method is expected to generate real-time robust estimations of relative plan quality scores compared to similar historical plans. The reference plan retrieval process was validated by evaluating the similarities of the selected similar plans using hold-out test data set as target plans. The capability of the proposed metrics in finding plans with low plan quality is demonstrated by replanning of the inferior plans picked out by the proposed PQM DRP. Furthermore, the proposed metrics can be used to analyze plan quality changes in between plan populations, and retrospective plan quality analysis was performed to assess the changes between years within our institution. The workflow of the experimental design is summarized in [Figure 1](#fig1-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}.

![Experimental design workflow. Blue boxes are the actions performed and orange boxes denote the data acquired.](10.1177_1533033819857758-fig1){#fig1-1533033819857758}

### Similar-plan retrieval validation {#section9-1533033819857758}

Statistical analysis was performed to validate that reference plans selected by the proposed plan similarity metric are indeed similar in terms of dosimetric results. Twenty-five percent (231) of all the approved plans in the local database were randomly selected as the test target plans and the rest (696) served as the reference plans pool. Median dose was evaluated for Larynx, Pharynx, Parotid_L, parotid_R, and Cavity_Oral, and maximum dose was evaluated for Brainstem, Mandible, and SpinalCord_PRV05. Those dosimetric results were chosen based on the dose constraint protocol in our institution. Intuitively, similar patient anatomies result in similar collective dose distributions for each OAR in high-quality treatment plans. This assumption was validated by statistically comparing the standard deviation of dosimetric results with and without similar plan selection. Note that when a target plan is compared with reference plans without similar plan selection, those reference plans include all the plans in the reference plan pool, similar to the prior research on plan quality evaluation. Our validation comparison directly compares the proposed method to the one in the previous research. Outliers in those reference plans are also excluded with the same criteria as the one used for similar plans.

Having more accurate PQMs with similar-plan selection also requires the right location of dosimetric result distribution. It was validated by statistically comparing the absolute values of the high-quality target plans' DDIs calculated with and without similar plans selection. Similarly, Student paired *t*-test was performed to compare the mean value of the 2 DDIs and both Wilcoxon signed rank test and sign test were performed to compare the median of the 2 DDIs. If all 3 tests are passed with *P* values less than .05^[@bibr24-1533033819857758]^ for all the OARs with the alternative hypothesis of having smaller DDIs with similar plans, a statistically smaller DDI with similar plans can be validated. Since small DDIs are expected for high-quality target plans, it can be concluded that the location of dosimetric results distribution based on similar plans for plan quality analysis is more accurate.

### Plan quality assurance validation {#section10-1533033819857758}

Twelve inferior plans for replanning were randomly selected based on the criteria of having the DRP of both parotids' median dose larger than 0.9. Treatment plans with high DRPs for both parotids are more likely to be true inferior plans by reducing the chance of selecting plans with high DRPs solely caused by their unique geometries. Parotids were selected because they are the structures that have the most varied geometric configurations relative to the 2 PTVs. For example, both parotids in most bilateral head and neck treatment plans have negative minimal distances to the primary PTV, whereas only 1 parotid in most ipsilateral treatment plans has negative minimum distance to the primary PTV. Therefore, DRPs calculated from parotid median dose of the selected similar plans have more distinctive differences from the values calculated from all the reference plans, and superiority of applying the proposed PQM with similar plans selection can be emphasized through DRP comparison. The selected inferior plans can be validated to be indeed inferior if they have improved plan quality (lower DRP) after replanning. The proposed metrics can be validated to be more reasonable on suboptimal plans if most selected inferior plans have higher initial DRPs calculated with similar plan selection compared with the initial DRPs calculated without similar plan selection.

### Retrospective plan quality analysis {#section11-1533033819857758}

Retrospective plan quality analysis is performed to assess the change of plan quality over time based on the average DRPs within every 2 years for each OAR in our institution. Median dose was evaluated for Larynx, Pharynx, Parotid_L, parotid_R, and Cavity_Oral, and maximum dose was evaluated for Brainstem, Mandible, and SpinalCord_PRV05. The DRPs of the 8 analyzed OARs in every historical treatment plan were calculated with similar plans selected from the same database. All DRPs calculated for each OAR were averaged in every 2-year period ranging from 2005 and 2018.

Results {#section12-1533033819857758}
=======

Similar Plan Retrieval Validation {#section13-1533033819857758}
---------------------------------

The DVH curves of all 8 OARs of the 50 selected similar plans from the reference plans pool for 1 randomly selected validation target plan are shown in [Figure 2](#fig2-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"} as examples. The blue curves are the DVHs of the selected similar plans and the red curves are the target plan's DVH curves. It can be observed that similar plans' OARs show similar overall DVH distributions. The distributions of the differences between the standard deviation of the similar plans' dosimetric results for all the 8 OARs and the constant standard deviation of the reference plans pool are demonstrated as a box plot as shown in [Figure 3A](#fig3-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}. At least 75% of the randomly selected target plans show a smaller standard deviation of dosimetric results for all the analyzed OARs. Both mean and median value of the standard deviation differences for all the 8 kinds of dosimetric results are negative. Similarly, the box plot for the absolute DDIs difference is plotted in [Figure 3B](#fig3-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}. The median values of all dosimetric results are below 0. All the statistical tests comparing the absolute DDIs with and without similar plans selection except those for Brainstem median dose show a *P* value smaller than the significance level .05 ([Table 1](#table1-1533033819857758){ref-type="table"}). Both the median and mean value of all the dosimetric results of the selected similar plans' DDIs are smaller than the values calculated from the reference plans pool.

![Similar treatment plans dose--volume histogram (DVH) curves of the 8 OARs for one target plan in validation. The blue curves in each plot are the DVHs of the selected similar plans OAR and the yellow curve in each plot is the target plan OAR DVH curve. The DVHs of all the plans in the reference plans pool are shown as green curves in the back. Most similar plans show similar overall DVH distributions with a few outliers.](10.1177_1533033819857758-fig2){#fig2-1533033819857758}

![Distribution of standard deviation difference of dosimetric results and absolute dose deviation index (DDI) difference of randomly selected target treatment plans for validation. A, Box and whisker plot of dosimetric result standard deviation difference with and without similar plan selection. Each OAR with the corresponding dosimetric result is labeled on the left side. The central band is the median. The left and right edge of each box represent 25% and 75% quantile, respectively. The ends of the whiskers are the minimum and maximum of the data. All the 75% quantiles of the standard deviation difference are smaller or very close to 0. B, Box and whisker plot of absolute DDI differences with and without similar plan selection. Similarly, the central band is the median value and the box edges are 25% and 75% quantiles. The edges of whickers are minimum and maximum value of absolute dose deviation index (DDI) differences.](10.1177_1533033819857758-fig3){#fig3-1533033819857758}

###### 

Statistical Tests of Absolute Dose Deviation Indexes (DDIs) With and Without Similar Plan Selection.

![](10.1177_1533033819857758-table1)

  Structure          Dosimetric Result   With Similar Plan Selection   Without Similar Plan Selection   Difference in Mean   95% Confidence Interval of the Difference in Mean   Statistical Test                                       
  ------------------ ------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Brainstem          Maximum dose        0.143 ± 0.013                 0.091                            0.150 ± 0.127        0.100                                               −0.007             −0.019   0.005    .132     .108     .056
  Mandible           Maximum dose        0.175 ± 0.015                 0.105                            0.257 ± 0.016        0.213                                               −0.081             −0.102   −0.061   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001
  Larynx             Median dose         0.200 ± 0.023                 0.103                            0.260 ± 0.026        0.136                                               −0.060             −0.078   −0.041   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001
  Pharynx            Median dose         0.222 ± 0.014                 0.186                            0.342 ± 0.017        0.304                                               −0.120             −0.151   −0.090   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001
  Parotid_L          Median dose         0.162 ± 0.013                 0.098                            0.249 ± 0.018        0.153                                               −0.086             −0.110   −0.062   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001
  Parotid_R          Median dose         0.140 ± 0.015                 0.061                            0.222 ± 0.018        0.164                                               −0.083             −0.104   −0.062   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001
  SpinalCord_PRV05   Maximum dose        0.157 ± 0.011                 0.112                            0.179 ± 0.012        0.124                                               −0.023             −0.036   −0.009   \<.001   \<.001   .007
  Cavity_Oral        Median dose         0.147 ± 0.011                 0.107                            0.205 ± 0.012        0.163                                               −0.058             −0.076   −0.040   \<.001   \<.001   \<.001

Plan Quality Assurance Validation {#section14-1533033819857758}
---------------------------------

Twelve inferior plans which have DRPs of both parotids larger than 0.9 with similar plans selection are found in the exported plan database. The DRPs with and without similar plans selection before replanning for both left and right parotid are shown in [Table 2](#table2-1533033819857758){ref-type="table"}. All the DRPs with similar plans selection before replanning have DRPs larger than 0.9, which agree with the inferior plan selection criteria. On the contrary, only 2 of the selected inferior plans show DRPs larger than 0.9 for both parotids without similar plans selection. After replanning, 8 of 12 (shaded in blue in [Table 2](#table2-1533033819857758){ref-type="table"}) treatment plans have the DRPs of at least one parotid less than 0.8 with similar plans selection. Only 2 (shaded in orange in [Table 2](#table2-1533033819857758){ref-type="table"}) treatment plans have one DRP after replanning larger than or the same as before but all within 2%, and one of them have the DRP of the other parotid significantly smaller after replanning. On average, left and right parotid median dose are reduced by 31.7% and 18.2%, respectively, and the DRPs are reduced by 28.7% and 15.3%. The difference in the dose reduction of left parotid versus right parotid is due to the relatively small sample size of suboptimal plans. There are plans that should be spared bilaterally and was only spared for single side during initial treatment. By chance, more left parotids should have been spared. Similarly, most of the DRPs for both parotids without similar plans selection are smaller after replanning.

###### 

Dosimetric Result Probabilities (DRPs) for Left and Right Parotid Before and After Replanning.

![](10.1177_1533033819857758-table2)

  With Similar Plan Selection   Without Similar Plan Selection                                           
  ----------------------------- -------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  1.000                         0.595                            1.000   0.883   0.921   0.319   0.999   0.561
  0.958                         0.364                            0.989   0.472   0.739   0.254   0.768   0.306
  0.983                         0.338                            0.972   0.840   0.164   0.082   0.995   0.940
  1.000                         0.950                            0.996   0.859   0.917   0.821   0.985   0.909
  1.000                         0.901                            0.941   0.892   0.722   0.564   0.905   0.869
  0.910                         0.590                            0.929   0.942   0.973   0.869   0.669   0.694
  1.000                         0.672                            1.000   0.764   0.368   0.115   1.000   1.000
  0.998                         0.997                            0.977   0.983   0.762   0.753   1.000   1.000
  0.972                         0.690                            0.934   0.802   0.719   0.438   0.798   0.662
  1.000                         0.404                            0.973   0.936   0.380   0.091   1.000   0.999
  0.989                         0.940                            0.941   0.468   0.864   0.785   0.701   0.331
  1.000                         1.000                            1.000   1.000   0.976   0.990   0.993   0.997

Retrospective Plan Quality Analysis {#section15-1533033819857758}
-----------------------------------

All the target plans DRPs are averaged every 2 years in order to discover the year-based change of plan quality. The DRPs are calculated with both relative doses normalized the primary prescription doses and absolute dose. The results for all the 8 kinds of dosimetric results are shown in [Figure 4](#fig4-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}. The error bar for each point indicates the standard error of the mean DRP results. The curves for the 2 kinds of DRPs (normalized dose or absolute dose) are close and share the same trend throughout the years besides mandible. For both kinds of DRPs, there is a trend of decreasing average DRP for most of the OARs within the first 4 years from year 2005, and it is strongly correlated with the monotonic increasing averaged primary prescription dose and averaged prescription dose ratio during the 4 years shown in [Figure 5A and B](#fig5-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}. The average DRPs are relatively stable and fluctuating around 0.5 after year 2010 without any obvious trend of change for most structures. There is an overall increasing trend of average number of treatment plans that contain each OAR demonstrated in [Figure 5C](#fig5-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}.

![Trends of plan quality metric (PQM) DRP over years. Each plot contains average DRP of the corresponding dose--volume point for each OAR within each 2 years ranging from 2005 and 2018. The blue curve represents the DRP calculated from relative dose normalized by the primary prescription dose and the yellow curve presents the DRP calculated from absolute dose. The first 4 years starting from 2005 shows a distinctive decrease of average DRP on both curves for most of the OARs. Distinctive decreasing trends of dose to both parotids can be observed from (E) and (F), especially during the first 4 years.](10.1177_1533033819857758-fig4){#fig4-1533033819857758}

![A, Primary prescription dose averaged within every 2 years. B, Prescription dose ratios (D~pri~/D~bst~) averaged within every 2 years. The distinctive decrease of average DRP for the first 4 years from 2005 in [Figure 4](#fig4-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"} correlates with the increasing average prescription dose ratio within the same period of time. C, Numbers of plans that contain each OAR averaged within each 2 years.](10.1177_1533033819857758-fig5){#fig5-1533033819857758}

Discussion {#section16-1533033819857758}
==========

Both DRP and DDI are defined under similar plans' statistics. The impact of different planning difficulties and varying physicians' preferences are effectively minimized by referencing similar plans instead of the whole plan population. The DRP measures the relative plan quality of the current plan in the context of historical plans. Intuitively, the DRP value of a plan informs the planner the fraction of historical plans the current plan surpasses in terms of OAR sparing. The DDI measures the difference between the dosimetric result of the target plan and that of the averaged historical plans. Applying similar plans selection will have minimum effect in the PQMs with the statistical inference of historical plans if the number of historical plans is limited. In this case, treatment plans with minimum plan similarity scores may not be similar enough to have a dosimetric result distribution exhibiting the past knowledge. In other words, there is not enough knowledge to be gathered if the historical plans database does not contain sufficient quantities of plans. Therefore, the PQMs that depend on similar historical plans may not be applicable when the treatment plan data for a specific treatment site and modality are limited. However, the database, which only consists of anonymized contours and dosimetric parameters, can be potentially transferred and shared for precise and robust plan quality assurance and plan guidance.

After similar plan retrieval validation, all structures except brain stem show statistically significant smaller DDIs with similar plans selection for test target plans. The standard deviation of the dosimetric result distribution of the selected similar plans is statistically smaller than that of the reference plans pool for all the analyzed structures. Hence, similar plans have closer dosimetric results than the reference plans pool and their distributions are more statistically significant. Since both arguments are validated, it can be concluded that the application of plan similarity metric calculation and similar plans selection in the calculation of 2 PQMs DDI and DRP for high-quality treatment plans yields a more accurate estimation of patient-specific treatment plan quality.

The absolute DDI of the target plan with similar plans selection can be close to the value calculated from all the reference plans pool. It mostly happens when the target plan has geometries that are similar to most plans in the historical database, resulting in very close mean dosimetric result of similar plans to all the plans in the reference plans pool. It can also be contributed by the lack of similarities of the selected similar plans. In other words, the proposed plan similarity metric fails for those cases. What we discovered is that most of those target plans (plans being evaluated) are ipsilateral plans where one parotid can have overlap with one PTV and the other parotid is far away from it. Other OAR structures which have very small gDTH square differences may compensate for the large differences of one parotid structure and result in overall small plan similarity score for bilateral cases. Those bilateral plans have significantly different dosimetric results of one parotid compared with ipsilateral cases, and they should not be used as reference plans for the ipsilateral target plan. Reducing the cutoff threshold of gDTH matrixes may improve the dosimetric similarities by emphasizing the geometric differences of the OAR volumes that are closer to PTV surfaces. The design of weighting factors for gDTH square differences needs to be improved for more balanced geometric difference contributions of different OARs. The small and positive DDI differences can also be contributed by the unique anatomy of the target plan which has limited truly similar plans in the database. This problem can be solved by expanding the database that can cover most of the PTV anatomy scenarios in clinic. The small DDI differences can also stem from the variations of the OAR's axial position relative to the PTVs. It is especially obvious for brain stem which shows no statistical difference in DDIs calculated with and without similar plan selection. There is a minimum portion of brain stem volume being on the same axial plan with either PTV. Since the overlap volume could be irradiated directly by beams if coplanar technique is applied, the dose to brain stem can be easily reduced. Therefore, the variation of brain stem position, shape, and volume has minimum effect in dose sparing. The inaccurate estimation of DDI can also be contributed from other factors such as the error from kernel density estimation and outlier identification. The accuracy of the *Z*-score-based dosimetric outlier identification method applied in our study requires further assessment. A recent study from Sheng *et al* demonstrate the workflow in determining dosimetric outliers and geometric outliers for prostate cases.^[@bibr25-1533033819857758]^ Geometric outliers for those head and neck cases could be developed based on Yang's research in future studies.

After plan quality assurance validation, most of the selected inferior treatment plans show reduced median dose to either one of the parotids by having smaller DRPs after the replanning. Hence, most of the selected inferior plans are indeed suboptimal in parotid dose reduction and applying the proposed dose metric has a high true positive rate in detecting inferior plans by customized criteria. In comparison, only 3 of the selected inferior plans would be detected based on our criteria if DRPs without similar plans selection are used. Therefore, the proposed PQM DRP with similar plans selection gives a more accurate score for inferior plans and is effective in picking out inferior plans to assure optimal plan quality in clinical practice.

The retrospective plan quality analysis shows that dose sparing of both parotids have improved significantly over the years ([Figure 4](#fig4-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}). In detail, DRPs calculated from normalized dose for both parotids ([Figure 4E and F](#fig4-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}) have reduced by 21.7% from year 2006 to 2007 to year 2016 to 2017 on average. The DRP calculated from absolute dose shows similar reduction (23.8%) over those years. Since the average primary prescription dose ([Figure 5A](#fig5-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}) does not change too much between those 2 timestamps, dose normalization can be ruled out from the main contributors to the DRP reduction. Instead, factors such as stricter dose constraint or improved planning expertise may play a more important role in the observed parotid dose sparing improvident. A decrease of the DRP averaged every 2 years for most OARs can also be observed within the first 4 years from the year 2005. It strongly correlates with the monotonic increase in the average prescription dose ratio (the most common dose ratio D~pri~/D~bst~ changes from 44/70 to 50/60). This results in a smaller DRP calculated from similar plans that the selected OARs have overlap with the boost PTV and the prescription dose ratios are smaller than the target plan. Therefore, having an increasing average prescription dose ratio but limited number of plans ([Figure 5C](#fig5-1533033819857758){ref-type="fig"}) for the first 4 years and a minimum average prescription dose ratio for the rest years cause the decreasing average DRP for the first 4 years. The increasing primary prescription dose during the first 4 years makes the change of prescription dose ratio the main contributing factor to the decrease of averaged DRP. This demonstrates that DRP can not only evaluate patient-specific treatment plan quality on a specific dose--volume point but also reveals the collective change of planning conventions such as prescription dose ratio in retrospective plan quality analysis.

One challenge we face when applying the quality analysis tool to a large data set is to properly homogenize the data to reduce variability without losing information. The cohort consists of plans made under different conditions. In our institution, it is still the standard of practice to treat with IMRT technique. The change of delivery technique is not considered as a variable for plan quality. Factors such as machine change, contours, and margins do not change the relationship between planning difficulty and geometries. They can be separated from beam design and independently analyzed and controlled. Evolution of optimization and dose calculation algorithm haven't been homogenized in our study due to the difficulty in quantification. More studies regarding their contributions will be performed in the future. Other variances such as physicians dose goals and target subsites are assumed to be intrinsic to the data set since they are correlated with patient anatomy and prescriptions. Similar plan selection aims to reduce the cohort variation implicitly using those 2 features. For instance, treatment plans of different subsites have different dose distributions. We did not explicitly divide the data set into smaller patches based on subsites. Instead, we utilized our anatomical feature (gDTH) to identify cases with similar expected dose distributions. It is expected that cases from the same subsites will be more likely to be referenced.

Conclusion {#section17-1533033819857758}
==========

Our proposed PQMs DDI and DRP are objective measurements of dose sparing optimality of each individual OAR structure. They are acquired from statistical analysis of similar historical treatment plans selected by the plan similarity metric that considers both geometric and dosimetric differences. The proposed plan quality inference method has been shown to yield more accurate estimations of plan optimality than their counterparts which do not consider patient geometry variability. The retrospective analysis using the proposed metrics not only demonstrates the systematic change of dose sparing convention of one OAR but also reveals changes in other planning conventions such as prescription dose ratio to multiple PTVs.
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CDF

:   cumulative distribution function

DDI

:   dose deviation index

DRP

:   dosimetric result probability

DVH

:   dose--volume histogram

gDTH

:   general distance-to-target histogram

IMRT

:   intensity modulated radiation therapy

KBP

:   knowledge-based planning

OARs

:   organs at risk

PDF

:   probability density function

PQM

:   plan quality metric

PTV

:   planning target volume.
